
KEY TAKEAWAYS

MORE ADVISORS ARE WORKING TO

UNDERSTAND CLIENTS’ DEEP NEEDS

AND VALUES.
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TO THE “MERELY AFFLUENT” TODAY
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A FOCUS ON FAMILY AND FAMILY
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We are seeing that the level of professionalism
exhibited by single-family offices serving the Super
Rich (those with a net worth of $500 million or more)
is on the rise. That development is having a significant
influence on the state of the broader wealth
management industry—and on the level of service and
expertise affluent investors and families receive from
their advisors. 

Broadly speaking, single-family offices are formal
structures set up to manage the financial and
personal affairs of extremely wealthy families. Pre-
Covid-19, the world of single-family offices was
booming due to the tremendous growth in private
wealth worldwide. While many fortunes have been
adversely impacted by the pandemic, some are still
growing. Moreover, a substantial percentage of
wealthy families are well positioned financially to
capitalize on the eventual recovery. 



As we move toward that goal, there are indications that single-family offices are evolving and
becoming increasingly professional. For example, we see that they are becoming better at adapting
to changing economic, political and social environments. They are rethinking how they operate
internally and, very importantly, how they interact with others so as to be more responsive to the
wealthy families they serve. The aim is to deliver the highest level of expertise and service in the most
cost-effective manner. Being able to very quickly capitalize on the plethora of business opportunities
is also considered a high priority. 

IDENTIFYING BEST PRACTICES

What does this rising professionalism entail? Central to professionalism is the adoption of best
practices. With the growth in single-family offices and the considerable attention they are garnering
from wealthy families (and from providers, consultants and academics), efforts are being made to
benchmark what is going on in the world of single-family offices to help identify best practices. 

Exhibit 8 shows the interrelationships among four critical best practices that are essential to the
increasing professionalism of single-family offices.

BEST PRACTICE NO. 1: BEING
ATTENTIVE TO STAKEHOLDERS

At one time, the only stakeholders in a substantial
number of single-family offices were the family
members—and often, just the family members who
were in charge. A patriarch’s views on matters
often drove everything, irrespective of the views of
others who were intimately involved in and
benefiting from the single-family office.

Today, there are more recognized stakeholders. Among wealthy families thinking in terms of financial
dynasties, members of different generations become major stakeholders. Employees or external
experts hired by the families may also be stakeholders.

All these different stakeholders have their own self-interests—and when the senior executives running
the family offices develop a deep understanding of those self-interests, they can help promote better
harmony between the stakeholders. The end result should be a higher level of professionalism and
performance in the single-family office. 

Implication for you: This trend of being highly attentive to all stakeholders and working to
understand each one on a deep level is working its way into the approach used by advisors to the
“merely affluent.” At lower levels of affluence, we’re seeing more discovery meetings and values-
focused conversations (accompanied by values-based wealth planning).



The ability to attract and incentivize the most capable professionals is crucial to the high-performing
single-family office. We see that wealthy families (and the nonfamily managers of single-family
offices) are becoming more discerning about whom they engage. They want people with expertise
(of course) as well as the ability to work extremely well with all the stakeholders and align all the
various self-interests of the groups. 

Implication for you: We are seeing that more wealth managers are able to access high-quality
talent that once may have been available exclusively to the very wealthiest families. Technology is
one factor here, as it enables more “boutique” providers to offer their services to wealth managers
and their affluent clients in ways that make sense for those providers. 

BEST PRACTICE NO. 2: LEVERAGING TALENT

As single-family offices become more professional, their ability to be ever more responsive to wealthy
families increases. This entails putting systems and processes in place to ensure more effective
responses, resulting in the delivery of consistently high-quality results. 

There are a number of ways this plays out, including continuous stress testing and strategic
outsourcing.

Stress testing is a process common among single-family offices that is now being embraced by a
sizable percentage of the less affluent and their advisors. The goal of stress testing is to mitigate
possible errors in deliverables and identify any meaningful missed opportunities. While stress testing is
commonly static—conducted on demand—leading single-family offices are further systematizing the
process so that it operates continually. This way, any issues that exist are quickly identified and
corrected.

With greater outsourcing becoming the norm for single-family offices, the ability to effectively
manage providers is paramount. This takes a number of forms, from in-depth due diligence to
negotiating preferential arrangements. 

Implication for you: As noted, stress testing isn’t something that only the wealthiest people do
anymore. It’s becoming increasingly common when families with a smaller net worth want to ensure
their wealth plans are likely to behave as they expect them to going forward. More and more wealth
managers are now capable of delivering this service. 

BEST PRACTICE NO. 3: STRUCTURING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
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THE BOTTOM LINE

The increased professionalism in single-family offices is spreading to wealth management practices
that serve affluent clients who haven’t yet achieved the wealth needed to enter the single-family-
office arena. This is enabling those wealth managers to bring family office-like services and expertise
to clients who may never have had access to them in the past. 

It’s also allowing wealth managers to see and adopt the best practices that are helping single-family
offices be more successful—which, in turn, should empower these wealth managers and their clients
to pursue higher-quality results and outcomes in the years to come.
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